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Abstract: The role and presumptive evidence of electronic
messages used in the conclusion of online contracts are
considered in this article. The legal significance of electronic
messages is beyond question, since this institution has long and
successfully been used in contractual obligations of all countries
of the world. The main objective of the study is to determine the
legal status of electronic messages in electronic commerce and the
possibility of using them as evidence in court. The method of
collecting and studying of the isolated facts; the method of
generalization; the scientific abstraction methods; the methods of
patterns cognition, as well as the method of objectivity,
concreteness, and pluralism are used herein. It is concluded in the
study that the specificity of electronic messages (the existence in
an intangible (digital) form, the ease of changing the text, the
presence of an unlimited number of originals, the possibility of
making a hard copy) makes it possible to consider them as a
special form of presentation of the information, along with oral
and written forms and having a special legal status – the
electronic form. It is proposed to stipulate in the international
legal acts the imperative norm obliging the persons offering goods
and services via the Internet to provide the access to electronic
documents and communications containing contractual terms for
six months, provided that the party, violating this norm, shall lose
the right to demand the enforcement of contractual terms. As a
result of the analysis, it is proved that the documents received via
facsimile, electronic or other communication, including using the
Internet, as well as the documents signed with an electronic digital
signature or another analogue of a personal signature, are
allowed as written evidence in court, pursuant to identity
verification of the electronic messages. If it is impossible to
determine the author of the message reliably and establish the
integrity of the text, electronic messages do not have an evidential
presumption. Such a conclusion opens up for law enforcement
practice, first of all judicial, a unique opportunity to use electronic
messages as evidence.
Index Terms: e-commerce; legally relevant messages;
electronic documents; seller; customer; electronic digital
signature; transaction.

I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of science and technology, as well
as the integration of telecommunications links in human life,
resulted in the emergence of a new economy sector –
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e-commerce. To date, it has become quite common to make
various kinds of transactions, exchange information and
perform other kinds of actions via the Internet, without seeing
the counterparty, the subject of the transaction, making
settlements using electronic transfers, signing contracts with
an electronic digital signature [1]. The use of the Internet is so
effective that many large companies refuse to purchase
through other channels. In the USA, sectoral procurement
network centers (vertical portals) are created in many
industries: chemical, metallurgical, automotive. These portals
combine even competing enterprises (for example, Ford and
General Motors). The Internet significantly reduces the cost
of sales of products or services. Thus, the cost of a typical
banking transaction with the direct participation of a bank
employee is 1.25 USD, by phone – 54 cents, using an ATM –
24 cents, via the Internet – 2 cents.
All this necessitates the legal regulation of this segment of
the economy, including the creation of a single international
legal platform, since a characteristic feature of e-commerce is
its transboundary nature.
In connection with the development of a new form of
commerce based on electronic data exchange, legal aspects in
this area will become increasingly important. According to
experts of the World Trade Organization (WTO), the
electronic commerce turnover in the United States should be
500 billion USD by 2020 [2]. The forecast forces such
authoritative international organizations as the UN and the
WTO to study the phenomenon of e-commerce in order to
identify the emerging problems and find the ways to solve
them. According to the UN Commission on International
Trade Law (UNCITRAL), some of these problems are more
appropriately addressed through the development of legal
provisions, both at the international level and at the national
level [3].
Today there is no common understanding of the essence of
electronic messages and documents when concluding
transactions on the Internet. This situation is due to the
novelty of legal relations on the conclusion of online contracts,
so it is necessary to determine the role, legal status and
presumptive evidence of e-mail messages and documents
used in e-commerce.
Many scientists have devoted their work to the
consideration of legal issues of concluding contracts on the
Internet and the legal status of electronic documents and
messages: Cao et al. [2] considered the optimal e-commerce
strategy and legal status of
documentation; Robinson [4]
considered the role of
personal data in e-commerce;
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Kearsley [5] studied the legal admissibility of evidence in a
digital form; the research by Mason [1] was concerned with
the evidence in an electronic form; Julià-Barceló [6] wrote
about a new legal framework for electronic contracts in
electronic commerce; Barker et al. [7] studied the problem of
saving electronic documents for use as evidence. Many other
researchers have considered various aspects of e-commerce,
but the evidentiary presumption of electronic messages and
their legal status in civil law is not defined, which leads to
practical problems. At the present stage, the problem of
determining the legal significance of electronic messages and
electronic document circulation when concluding online
transactions is of particular relevance.
II. METHODS
The object of the research is the legal status and the role of
electronic messages and documents used in electronic
commerce. The following methods are used in the study:
collection and study of individual facts; generalization;
scientific abstraction; cognition of patterns.
The method of objectivity made it possible to reflect truly the
role, significance, and legal status of legally significant
messages and documents that are used in online conclusion of
contracts. The essence of such a concept as "legally
significant electronic message" was defined using the
principle of objectivity.
The method of specificity made it possible to consider all
conditions for the use of legally significant messages in an
electronic form, the proposals for the retention term of the
electronic messages were developed based on judicial
practice.
The method of pluralism made it possible to consider the
object in all its bearings and to reveal the various properties of
legally significant electronic messages.
Due to the pluralistic approach to the knowledge of the legal
status of electronic documentation, the most optimal
knowledge system was created, which reflected the objective
data on the meaning and possibility of use of the electronic
correspondence as evidence in court.
At the stage of collection and study of the individual facts, the
methods of interpretation of law were used, with the help of
which the evidentiary presumption of electronic messages
was defined.
The prognostic method allowed the authors to make
scientifically based predictions about the application of
certain requirements to electronic messages and to develop
the recommendations for law enforcement practice. The
logical-semantic analysis was also used in conjunction with
the above methods, which made it possible to consider in
detail the peculiarities of the legal nature of electronic
messages used in electronic commerce.
III. RESULTS
Electronic commerce is carried out on the basis of
electronic document flow and is not accompanied by
long-term paperwork. Thus, the entire trading cycle or its
essential elements are carried out online using electronic
digital means of telecommunication. This contributes to
reducing the costs of trade and significantly affects the
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decrease in the consumer value of the goods, as it reduces the
time cycles between the stages of production and sale of
goods, guarantees a significant saving of time for obtaining
information about goods and services, eliminates the
intermediary link and reduces various risks. The legal status
of electronic documents in transactions on the Internet causes
controversy among the researchers; moreover, it requires the
definition of the information that may be considered legally
relevant when selling goods [8].
The use of electronic documents and messages when
concluding online contracts gives rise to many legal
problems. These are issues related to the study of the
reliability of electronic files, the ability to apply electronic
files as evidence in court, the term of retention of electronic
files. The important private-law problems in the field of
computer technology are largely associated with the
emergence of a new category of domestic and foreign trade –
e-commerce [9]. There is a whole set of related concepts:
electronic transaction, electronic signature, electronic
messages; these concepts have not yet been adequately
reflected in the law and have not been legally stipulated.
When investigating the electronic evidence, it should be
noted that in practice, electronic correspondence between
counterparties on various issues is widely used in order to
save time and financial resources. The most difficult is legal
regulation in the field of online conclusion of consumer
contracts [10]. When concluding contracts, the seller and the
consumer exchange messages via e-mail, but the legal
significance of such messages is often in doubt. The forms of
such messages may be notice, notification, proposal. For
example, the contract of sale may be accompanied by
electronic correspondence in which the buyer determines the
quantity, quality of goods, delivery time and other important
conditions. The buyer must notify the seller about the
violation of the terms of the purchase and sale contract
particularly concerning the quantity, assortment, quality,
completeness, packaging of the goods within the period
prescribed by law, other legal acts or the contract, and if such
a period is not set, within a reasonable time after discovery of
a breach of the relevant contract terms based on the nature and
purpose of the goods [11]. In the event of failure to notify the
seller, the latter is entitled to refuse, in whole or in part, to
meet the buyer's requirements to deliver the balance of the
goods, replace the goods that do not comply with the terms
and conditions of the purchase and sale contract stipulating
the quality or assortment, corrective measures, additional
supply of missing or replacement of incomplete goods with
complete ones, packaging of goods or replacement of
improper packaging, if he proves that violation of this rule by
the buyer caused the inability to meet the demands or shall
result in disparate costs for the seller in comparison with those
he would incur in case of timely notification of the breach of
the contract. The buyer is entitled to notify the seller of the
refusal of goods the delivery of which is overdue, unless
otherwise provided in the supply contract. The buyer is
obliged to accept and pay for the goods delivered prior to
receipt of the notice by the
seller. The buyer (recipient)
is obliged to check the
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quantity and quality of the goods received in the manner
prescribed by law, other legal acts, contracts or business
practices, and immediately notify the seller in writing of any
discrepancies or deficiencies in the goods. The parties may
provide in the contract, that all applications, price negotiation
protocols, and other documents will be an integral part of such
a contract and be legally binding [12]. However, electronic
messages are not accepted as evidence in the case if they were
not provided for by the contract, the contract does not indicate
the electronic addresses of the parties, and the other party
disputes the existence of such correspondence.
Many researchers, referring to this topic, noted that it is
necessary to distinguish between the concept of legally
significant electronic communication and electronic
document [13]. Documents include contracts, while
electronic messages of legal significance should include all
additional agreements, notifications about the termination of
the contract and other documents related to the execution of
contracts. Formally, electronic messages differ from
electronic documents in that they do not contain an electronic
signature. At the same time, electronic contracts and messages
do not differ in principle from paper-based contracts and
messages [14]. At the same time, the specificity of the means
of communication used leads to the fact that with the
electronic document circulation the procedures used in the
course of conclusion of the contracts are reproduced either
incompletely or with certain features. It is necessary to agree
with the researchers, claiming that: "... an electronic contract
is not a special type of contract, but a method of its
conclusion. A special type of contract is determined by its
subject matter, and not by the method of its conclusion" [15].
Legal regulation of electronic contracts should be focused
on the conclusion and execution of the contracts through
electronic messages, and not on substantive issues to be

regulated, based on the legal nature of the contract. The rules
governing legal relations in the relevant area of commercial
activity are subject to electronic contracts of the
corresponding type. This point of view does not exclude that
in harmonization of electronic contracts certain substantive
rules will be changed, but these adjustments should be due to
the specifics of communication systems, and not to change the
subject matter and the essential terms of the contract [16].
Thus, the concepts of "electronic contract and messages" do
not indicate a special kind of transactions and messages, but
only the form in which they are transferred to the appropriate
party.
Electronic messages represent a special physical form of
representation of information [17]. However, when
comparing the documents in electronic and written forms, one
can come to conclusion about the identity of the functions
performed by these forms of information. The specifics of
electronic messages (existence in an intangible (digital) form,
ease of changing the text, the presence of an unlimited number
of originals, the possibility of making a hard copy) allow
considering them as a special form of presentation of the
information that exists along with oral and written forms and
has a special legal status – the electronic form. Internet
documents and Internet information acquire the status of
legally significant documents only with their appropriate
security and execution.
The condition for equating the legal consequences of
electronic messages to written documents is their
authentication, that is, the messages must meet the following
requirements: (Figure 1. Requirements for electronic
messages):

Fig. 1. Requirements for electronic messages
The essential difference between electronic and written
documents is that electronic messages are not related to paper
and can have many originals in a computer environment.
However, electronic information is easily transferred to
paper, and such an action can be considered as making a copy
of an electronic document.
Documents received via facsimile, electronic or other
communication, including using the Internet, as well as
documents signed with an electronic digital signature or
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another analogue of a handwritten signature, are allowed as
written evidence in court, while electronic messages are
legally significant subject to authentication of electronic
messages. In case of failure to determine the author of the
message reliably and to establish the integrity of the text, the
electronic messages do not
have
an
evidential
presumption.
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IV. DISCUSSION
Judicial practice in the field of the form of electronic
documents and legally significant electronic messages is
ambiguous, but there is a tendency to recognize the
evidentiary power of electronic records. The most liberal
approach is followed in the US courts when lex venditoris is
used in settling the disputes [18]. In Western European
countries, Proper Law (the law of the state with which this
contract has the closest connection) is usually used when
considering the cases related to the conclusion of online
contracts [19]. In either case, the parties to the transaction or
the court should define the location of the counterparties.
One of the problems arising from the execution of
electronic contracts is the issue of the time of electronic
transactions. It is not always easy to solve, since electronic
contracts are characterized by conclusion of transactions
using inter absentes, which is possible not only by "instant"
communication (via telephone communication) but also by
message exchange after a certain period of time (via e-mail
service) [20]. The electronic message exchange in the course
of conclusion of a contract is often similar to the postal
message exchange. The contract will be concluded only when
the offer is accepted. This fact can be established only by
determining the time point at which the acceptance of the
offer becomes effective.
There are four concepts determining the period of time in
which an acceptance becomes effective (Figure 2. Concepts
of the acceptance efficacy point in electronic commerce):

Fig. 2. Concepts of the acceptance efficacy point in electronic
commerce
Considering these concepts, the researchers prefer to use
the theory of receiving messages in electronic commerce [7].
The point of electronic message receipt is determined by the
time when the data message enters the recipient's information
system. However, in practice, a situation is possible in which
the acceptance that reached the addressee is created in a
format (that is, a standard is applied) that cannot be processed
by the information system of the offeror and the offeror
cannot read the text. This is especially inconvenient if there
are minor changes to the offer in the acceptance, which are
considered as an acceptance specifying the offer. If the
offeror, without undue delay, does not object to these
discrepancies or does not send a notice thereof, then the terms
of the electronic purchase and sale contract will be the terms
of the offer, with the changes contained in the acceptance. The
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laws of some states, as well as the EU law, contain the rules
obliging the sender to present the document in a form that
provides the recipient with the opportunity to read the
document [6]. Therefore, it is advisable to include a similar
requirement in international legal acts regulating electronic
transactions. In accordance with the receipt theory, an offer,
an acceptance, or another expression of intent is deemed to be
received by the addressee at the time of delivery. In this case,
the receipt is due to external, easily provable facts and is
interpreted as meaning the point in time when the message
was delivered. At the international level, the presumption
should be applied that, when using a single communication
system, sending and receiving data occurs at the moment
when it is possible to retrieve and process the message by the
addressee.
The problem is the question of the need to preserve the text
of electronic documents and messages within a reasonable
time [4]. According to some experts, the establishment of
such commitments is not required, but the establishment of
such a duty will contribute to fair commercial practices and
build confidence in electronic commerce [21]. Therefore, it is
necessary to establish an imperative norm obliging those
offering goods and services via the Internet to provide access
to electronic documents and messages containing contractual
terms for six months; if this norm is not observed, the
violating party loses the right to demand the enforcement of
contractual terms.
In order to clearly define the conditions of the electronic
contract, it is necessary to resolve the problem of errors made
by the parties to electronic commerce. Such errors can be
either the result of human actions (for example, typographical
errors in the message text or a careless mouse click when
working at the computer) or they can be a consequence of
failures in the operation of the information system. Humans
themselves commit errors in making transactions most often,
and the risk of not detecting the errors in transactions
involving an automated system is much higher than in
traditional transactions; at the same time, the errors in this
situation may be irreversible [22]. Therefore, the point of
view is fully justified, according to which there should be
norms providing for the consequences of mistakes made by
people when using a computer for the purpose of the
transaction. In international documents, the consequences of
mistakes in the conclusion of contracts are not considered, but
the provisions on the conditions under which an individual
will not be bound by the contract if he makes a material error,
have already been included in the National Acts of Canada
and the USA.
The consequences of a mistake or error for the validity of a
contract are set forth in Articles 3.5 and 3.6 of the UNIDROIT
Principles. These rules make it possible to refuse a transaction
after the conclusion of a contract only if there are serious
grounds, by the party on whose behalf the messages were sent
[5].
The establishment of user responsibility for the
malfunction of the computers used in e-commerce can lead to
a limitation of the use of
automated systems, which is
not in the interests of the
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development of society. Therefore, a person operating such a
system should be relieved of responsibility for errors in the
actions of automated systems if such a person succeeds in
proving the unreasonableness of the counterparty’s behavior.
V. CONCLUSION
1. The specifics of electronic messages (the existence in an
intangible (digital) form, ease of changing the text, the
existence of an unlimited number of originals, the possibility
of making a hard copy) allow considering them as a special
form of presenting information that exists along with oral and
written forms and has a special status – the electronic form.
2. Documents received via facsimile, electronic or other
communication, including using the Internet, as well as
documents signed with an electronic digital signature or
another analogue of a handwritten signature, are allowed as
written evidence in court, electronic messages are legally
significant, pursuant to possibility to identity verification of
the electronic messages. If it is impossible to determine the
author of the message reliably and to establish the integrity of
the text, electronic messages do not have an evidential
presumption.
3. In accordance with the receipt theory, an offer,
acceptance, or another expression of intent are deemed to be
received by the addressee at the time of delivery. In this case,
the receipt is due to external, easily provable facts and is
interpreted as meaning the point in time when the message
was delivered. At the international level, the presumption
should be applied that, when using a single communication
system, sending and receiving data occurs at the moment
when it is possible to retrieve and process the message by the
addressee.
4. It is necessary to establish a reasonable retention period
for electronic messages, to stipulate in the international legal
acts an imperative norm obliging persons offering goods and
services via the Internet to provide access to electronic
documents and messages containing contractual terms within
six months; if this norm is not observed, the violating party
loses the right to demand the enforcement of contractual
terms.
Further research on the topic should consider the
opportunity to amend the terms of the online contract; the
methods and procedure for withdrawal of an erroneous
acceptance; the method of storage and presentation of the
electronic documents and the conditions for electronic access
to this documentation, as well as the conditions for provision
of hard copies of electronic documents.
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